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Abstract—This paper deals with the nature of propagation
of disturbance spectrum through the power lines of an electric
power system. A multi-path propagation model is proposed based
on the reflection and refraction theory of wave propagation.
The developed model captures the spatio-temporal aspect of
disturbance propagation and is validated for a wide band of
frequency. The proof of concept for the developed model is shown
on a 2-bus system with a disturbance at a point between the
buses. Results are validated in time domain with electromagnetic
transient simulation programming.

Index Terms—Multi-path wave propagation, disturbance prop-
agation, harmonic stability, continuous wavelet transform, elec-
tromagnetic transient simulation programming

I. INTRODUCTION

D ISTURBANCES in traditional power system networks
are caused by external events like lightning strike or

corona discharges. These perturbations causes distortion of si-
nusoidal voltage and current waveform, which travel through-
out the transmission system and eventually dies out. However,
the proliferation of power electronic switching based loads
and sources has resulted in injection of periodic disturbances
from the power system elements. It is noted that the power
electronics interfaced systems employ closed loop controllers
driven by sensed voltage and current at the point of grid
connection. From their stability perspective, it is necessary
to study the propagation of disturbances arising at a particular
point in the network. This work focuses on the development
of a mathematical model of disturbance propagation for both
transmission and distribution networks.

A. State of the Art and Motivation

The study of the effect of disturbance on the network
components includes two aspects: the nature of perturbation
and the topology of the network. Any disturbance is charac-
terized through its harmonic content. Real world disturbances
like faults, load changes, or lightning strikes on power lines
are analytically broken down into Fourier series and specific
frequencies of interest may be chosen to evaluate their effect
on the overall system stability. The harmonics of interest
depends on the power system components under study. Power
system designers have traditionally focused on the propagation
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of electro-mechanical disturbances caused by conventional
synchronous generators [1], [2], [3], [4]. Disturbances in the
high frequency band were negligible due to the presence
of rotating machine inertia in the power system. However,
the rapid proliferation of grid tied converters and switching
loads has resulted in switched power generation and their
fast-acting control systems, leading in the shift of stability
analysis from a narrow low frequency band to a wider band
ranging up to a few kilo hertz, i.e., the super-synchronous
and high frequency band [5], [6]. Power electronics based
energy conversion has resulted in injection of several harmonic
disturbances in both AC and DC power systems. In micro-
grids with only converter based energy sources sustained
inter-harmonic injections requires the analysis of disturbance
propagation in the low voltage distribution systems as well.
This necessitates the development of a proper wide band
disturbance propagation model and therefore forms an integral
part of any disturbance propagation study.

Disturbance propagation is spatio-temporal in nature, i.e.,
both the information of its magnitude at all buses in a network,
and its behavior in time is of importance. In this respect,
the type of modeling of the power lines and its harmonic
propagation quality plays an important role in the accuracy to
real time disturbance features. A HARMFLO (Harmonic Load
flow) algorithm was proposed utilizing the complex power
flow equations and line impedance as reflection-less lumped
parameters [7], [8]. Newton-Raphson method was used to
solve the set of nonlinear algebraic equations. This method
captures the steady state features of a sustained disturbance
but may not be useful in tracking a transient perturbation in
the system. In order to model and validate the propagation of
electro-mechanical oscillations, the swing equation has been
used considering a lumped assumption of line impedance [9],
[10], [11], [12]. In either of the previous developments, it
is difficult to gather the spatio-temporal information from
the involved differentials. Also, a grouped analysis looses
the alternate dimension’s information when a multi-modal
transformation is applied thereafter to extract frequency data
from the obtained wave function. Furthermore, wave refraction
and reflection property has not been considered, limiting
the delay information about a frequency component. Such
a consideration of lumped impedance information in these
models fails in accommodating the variability of the distur-
bance impact between a distribution system and a transmission
system. Recent literature [11], [13] takes a data based approach
to disturbance propagation analysis, but does not analyze its
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Fig. 1: (a) Lattice diagram with disturbance at node F in line A−B; (b) equivalent multi-path model for disturbance propagation in electrical
grids observed at node A for m multi-paths.

wide band manifestation. Since, such an approach is based
on data collection and analysis phases, the time complexity of
such methods precludes the possibility of real-time disturbance
analysis profile on the order of the impact that a disturbance
wave renders. Furthermore, this kind of data-driven analysis
is insufficient for pre-event risk analysis of a power system
subjected to different disturbance profiles. However, further
research could prove valuable in maturing this approach of
power system disturbance propagation modeling.

B. Contribution and Significance

In this paper, a multi-path propagation model based ap-
proach for analyzing power system disturbance propagation
for a wide band frequency spectrum is proposed. The major
contributions of this work are as follows:

1) A multi-path model based on Bewley’s lattice diagram
[14], [15] is proposed to capture the spatio-temporal prop-
agation of disturbance, aiding power system planning.

2) An algorithm is proposed for parameter estimation of
the multi-path model, followed by its application in
disturbance profile analysis at a node. The correctness
of the proposed multi-path model is verified using elec-
tromagnetic transient simulation programming (EMTP).

3) The proposed multi-path modeling approach captures a
wide band disturbance study, thereby aiding the stabil-
ity analysis in grids with higher renewable penetration,
which is done for a wide band of frequency spectra. This
further reduces the need to solve nonlinear differential
equations for disturbance profile analysis at a graph node.

4) The consideration of distributed parameters in this analy-
sis helps in differentiating the impact of any disturbance
for different power system ratings, which can be achieved
by varying the X/R ratio of the power lines.

5) The proposed modeling approach keeps both the time and
frequency information coexistent, which helps in identify-
ing the system performance under disturbance at different
times based on the dominant frequency components in the
disturbance wave. This makes the modeling invariant to
the disturbance profile that the grid might suffer.

The work in this paper captures the spatio-temporal impact of
disturbance in a network at a generic point, while keeping the
frequency information intact. The applicability of this model is
not limited to the use-case discussed here; it can be extended
to model wave propagation profile through any media.

The layout of the paper is as follows: The proposed multi-
path model is presented in Section II, followed by multi-path

model parameter analysis in Section III, and model validation
in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

II. MODELING
A. System Model

Let a disturbance wave be initiated at point F as shown in
Fig. 1(a), which travels to both ends of the line A− F − B.
This wave suffers multiple reflections and refractions at each
node it encounters in its path leading to different frequency
components of the disturbance wave, each showing different
propagating characteristics [16], [17]. This phenomenon can
be equivalently thought of as a wave propagating between a
source and a receiver through multiple paths generated as a
result of multiple nodal reflections and refractions, which gets
attenuated/amplified/phase shifted as a function of character-
istic impedance of the power line. The proposed multi-path
model corresponding to Fig. 1(a) is shown in Fig. 1(b).

The disturbance encounters multiple spatio-temporal re-
flections and refractions as shown in Fig. 1(a) using ti,
i ∈ {1, · · · , 6, · · · }. Therefore, the path length traversed by
each such reflected/refracted component changes as l + x in
the first reflection instance at node B, 2l + x in second such
instance, and ml+x in the mth such instant. This is congruous
to visualizing the disturbance wave traveling through m multi-
paths of varying lengths as shown in Fig. 1(b), thus developing
the idea of multi-path wave propagation in power lines. The
next subsection proposes a mathematical model to capture
disturbance propagation using this idea.
B. Multi-path Model of Disturbance Propagation

Following the system model defined in Fig. 1, it can be
seen that the disturbance arising at a point F on the powerline
defined between A and B will suffer multiple reflection and re-
fraction at each of these nodes and lay an effective disturbance
profile at the observation node. If the observation is taken at
node A, then possible paths that the disturbance wave would
traverse are F → A (line-of-sight path), F → A → F → A,
F → B → F → A, F → A → F → B → F → A,
F → B → F → B → F → A, F → B → F → A →
F → A, and so on. Thus, a single powerline segment carrying
disturbance can be thought of as multiple disturbance relaying
paths between the disturbance point and the observation node,
as shown in Fig. 1(b). The mathematical formulation of the
proposed multi-path model [18] is expressed as

iA,F (t) =
∑
f∈F

θ(f, t)ejδ(f,t)
L(f,t)∑
m=1

gm(f)e−jϕgm (f)

×Am(f)e−j2πfτd,m(f)

(1)
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TABLE I: Disturbance signatures (current, in A) for a 123 kV grid.
Freq.
(Hz) t = 0 s t = 5 ms t = 50 ms

500 7.6ej108.31 5.7ej97.22 7.6ej106.63

1000 25.4ej120.07 20.9e−j54.62 5.4ej119.17

2000 72.3ej139.39 78.9e−j129.12 90.3ej138.95

4000 25ej178.79 24.7e−j135.36 23ej178.58

where iA,F (t) is the impact of the disturbance generated at
node F at some other node A observed at time instant t, θ(f, t)
is the amplitude of the f th frequency component generated
using modal decomposition of the disturbance current given by
iF (t) observed in the time window T , and δ(f, t) is its phase at
time t. F is the frequency array defined by the modal decom-
position of iF (t), hm(f) = gm(f)e−jϕgm (f) is the complex
gain offered by different multi-paths to different frequency
components of the disturbance wave traveling through it, thus
capturing the wide-band effect profile of disturbance wave.
L(f, t) = L is the total number of significant multi-paths
that capture at least ϵ energy fraction of the total disturbance
wave, and for the sake of easy analysis can be considered
independent of f and t in the scope of this work. With time
the energy in a disturbance wave would dissipate due to spatio-
temporal attenuation offered by the propagating medium and
thus L should decrease as time progresses. Furthermore,
the consideration of effective number of multi-paths for a
frequency component contributing relatively lesser fraction in
the total wave energy, will be lesser owing to less energy
content in that particular frequency component of the wave.
Am(f) is the frequency dependant amplitude attenuation with
the distance traversed by the disturbance, and the phase change
due to the delay is captured using e−j2πfτd,m(f).

The complex propagation constant for a cable is a function
of its primary parameters R′, G′, C ′, and L′ denoting respec-
tively the per unit resistance, conductance, capacitance, and
inductance of the power line, and is given as [18]

γ(ω) =
√
(R′ + jωL′)(G′ + jωC ′) = α(ω) + jβ(ω). (2)

The real part in (2) given by α(f) governs the frequency
dependent attenuation, and the imaginary part governs the
phase velocity given by vp = ω

β(f) , with ω = 2πf . From the
expression in (2), it can be concluded that at higher side of
the frequency spectra β(f) = κf with κ being a frequency-
independent constant of proportionality, therefore the phase
velocity vp = 2π

κ . However, at lower side of spectra vp = 2πf
β(f) .

Thus, higher frequency components travel at same speed while
lower frequency components do not, in a power system model
with high X

R . Therefore, the amplitude attenuation is given by
Aw(f) = e−α(f)(ml+x). Following the analysis of γ, delay
can be characterized as τd,m(f) = (ml+x)β(f)

ω . Substituting
these in (1), we have

iA,F (t) =
∑
f

θ(f, t)ejδ(f,t)
L(f,t)∑
m=1

gm(f)e−jϕgm (f)

× e−{α(f)+jβ(f)}(ml+x)

(3)

where x is the distance of the disturbance point from the
observation node, and l is the length of the line defined
between nodes A and B in Fig. 1(a). Also, gm(f) defines
the fraction of energy traveling through path m for the
component with frequency f , therefore

∑
f gm(f) < εm,

and
∑L(f,t)

m=1 gm(f) = 1, where εm is the fraction of the
disturbance wave’s energy along the path m. Since, the energy
of the wave function is captured in the model, the circuit
theoretic validation satisfies by default. Therefore, L(f, t) :=
{L|

∑L
m=1 εm ≥ ϵ} allows control over the precision of the

model at the cost of computational complexity.

Remark 1. The parameters of interest are L(f, t) denoting the
number of significant multi-paths for the frequency component
f at time t, and the frequency dependant complex gain
gm(f)e−jϕgm (f) parameterized by [gm(f), ϕgm(f)], offered
by each of the multi-paths to different frequency components.
The next section provides estimation of these parameters.

III. PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE MULTI-PATH MODEL
A. Parameter Estimation

For the parameters stated in Remark 1, an Algorithm 1 is
proposed for the optimal estimation of the hyper-parameters
used in (3). Primarily, the disturbance waveform at node F
and its impact at node A are captured in two time arrays diF
and diA,F

, respectively. Subsequently, diF is decomposed into
its major frequency components and their respective phases
using continuous wavelet transform (CWT) [19] as the modal
decomposition technique to preserve both time and frequency
information within a certain bound of uncertainties. CWT

Algorithm 1: Disturbance profile analysis at node A
due to a disturbance at node F
Result: Disturbance profile at an observation node
Initialize a disturbance iF of duration ∆
diF → time array of dist. samples for duration ∆
diA → time array of disturbance profile at node A
CWT coefficients (:= θ(k, t)) → |CWT (diF )|
Frequency array (:= F ) → CWT (diF )
Find α(f) and β(f) using (2)
Residual energy threshold := υth
Set residual energy (:= υ) > υth
Set tolerance (:= tol)
while ||υ − υth|| > tol do

Multi-path count (:= mpc) = 1
for m = 1 : mpc do

for f ∈ do
Search: gm(f) ∈ (0, 1] and
ϕgm(f) ∈ [−π, π]

Evaluate iA,F (t)
end
diA,F

→ time series estimated data at node A
using (3).

end
Update υ = ||EdiA,F

− EdiA
||

mpc → mpc+ 1
end
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Fig. 2: Disturbance profile at (a) disturbance node, (b) observation node (123 kV), (c) observation node (33 kV), (d) zoomed view Fig. 3(c).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3: Disturbance phase (a) 123 kV, (b) 33 kV; Disturbance profile on line 7-8 for IEEE 9-bus system (c) normal, (d) line-to-ground short.

with the Morse wavelet, symmetry parameter 3, and time-
bandwidth product of 60 is used, owing to zero demodu-
late skewness, minimal time-domain sidelobes and frequency-
domain asymmetry corresponding to it. The attenuation pa-
rameters α(f) and β(f) are calculated using (2). An energy
threshold and tolerance given by υth and tol respectively
is defined to find the reinforced values of complex multi-
path gains and therefore define the number of significant
multi-paths to consider. gm(f) and ϕgm(f) are found using
a reinforced grid search defined on (0, 1] and [−π, π]. This
process is repeated with increasing the multi-path count until
the residual energy was found within a predefined bound of
υth. This approach was found to give a sufficiently accurate
result as can be seen from the matching simulated disturbance
profile in Fig. 2(b) and (c) rendered by the model in (3) for
a transmission and distribution system respectively. In this
analysis, υth = 0.99 and tol = 10−5 was used. Ext

is defined
as the energy of time series data xt in Algorithm 1, and is
given as Ext

= xt ⊙∆txt
T , with ∆t being the time instance

series corresponding to the time series data xt. The model was
found to perform in accordance to PSCAD results with ≤ 4
multi-path count for all frequencies in F .

B. Model Parameter Analysis

Using the parameters estimated through Algorithm 1, the
attenuation and delay profiles for disturbance is generated
(Fig. 1). From Fig. 1(d) it is observed that for X/R = 50,
corresponding a high voltage transmission line, high frequency
components travel with the same velocity, which validates
our proposition in Subsection II-B. It can further be noted
from Fig. 1(c) that this behaviour changes as the X/R ratio
drops and becomes typical of a low voltage transmission or
distribution system. In such cases, the velocity of the fre-
quency components rises non-linearly with the corresponding

frequency component of the disturbance wave. This gives
further insight into the necessity of developing a wide-band
analysis as presented in this work. These graphs provide an
insight into the intensity with which a disturbance can impact
a part of the power system. Furthermore, as this approach
allows an a-priori modeling of a disturbance-ridden power
system, for a particular injection-observation node pair, the
proposed approach achieves the characterization of disturbance
propagation in power lines as a planning problem.

IV. MULTI-PATH MODEL VALIDATION

A step load change of 30 MW for a duration of 0.05 s was
simulated, thus generating a wideband frequency disturbance
on a 2-bus system rated at 123 kV and 33 kV in EMTP
(PSCAD) to validate the mathematical model proposed in (3).
Current measurements at disturbance and observation node
were sampled at 10 MHz. Fig. 2(a) shows the disturbance
profile given to the system. Here, a few observations are
noted, to understand the necessity and strength of the proposed
formulation. From the frequency domain plot in Fig. 2(a) for
different time stamps, it can be seen that the contribution of a
particular frequency component in the disturbance waveform is
time-dependant, indicating that not all frequency components
are available at all times. This corroborates the proposition of
different phase velocities for different frequency components.
Furthermore, the higher side of the spectra in Fig. 2(b) and
Fig. 2(c) can be seen validating the premise of equi-speed
propagation for these components.

Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show the comparison between the actual
disturbance profile at node A captured using PSCAD and
the disturbance profile as predicted by the multi-path model
defined in (3) for the transmission and distribution system
respectively. It can be seen that these waveforms overlap very
well with a maximum root mean square error of 4.37× 10−5

and 1.1 × 10−5 for Fig. 2(b) and (c) corresponding to all
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time instances. A similar match can be observed for their
corresponding phase patterns too from Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)
for 123 kV and 33 kV grids, respectively. These graphs
also corroborate the theory of different frequency components
reaching the observation node through different multi-paths as
can be seen through the crossovers between the graphs depict-
ing different temporal snapshots. For instance, the component
corresponding to 2 kHz can be seen to gain weight in the
spectra at 50 ms as opposed to its value at times of lesser order,
which is a result of it traveling through various multi-paths
and thus rendering delayed contributions at the observation
node, which would be monotonically declining otherwise. An
equivalent inference based on data can be drawn from Table
I corresponding to 123 kV grid.

From Fig. 2(c), for a 33 kV line, we can see that almost
all frequency components are present at all time instants
at different magnitudes with different temporal attenuations.
Such frequency dependence of disturbance wave propagation
can only be addressed through a modeling as proposed here.
The zoomed-in region of Fig. 2(c) shown in Fig. 2(d) helps to
verify the same for frequency band of 0-1500 Hz. It can be thus
seen that the impact of disturbance on power system health
becomes more detrimental as the rated line voltage drops,
by letting the disturbance survive for a longer time window.
Further, a step load change of 10 MW/ 132 kV for a duration
of 0.05 second was applied on bus 6 of an IEEE 9-bus system.
Thus, the extension of the proposed model was validated for an
observation point on line 7-8 in normal condition as well as for
line-to-ground short circuit in line 4-5, as shown in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d), respectively. The actual and simulated graphs show a
good overlap with nRMSE below 6.47×10−5 and 2.37×10−5

in the respective cases. This validates the applicability of the
proposed multi-path model in bigger power grid systems.

V. CONCLUSION
This work has established a multi-path model based ap-

proach to disturbance propagation analysis in a two terminal
power system segment using the concept of wave reflection
and refraction theory as it encounters a grid node. The
EMTP simulation shows that this model was able to capture
disturbance for both transmission and distribution lines at an
observation node with strong accuracy. It was further observed
that the idea of multi-path disturbance propagation can explain
better the delay and phase offsets that a single frequency
component shows. The proposed model offers a possibility
to carry out investigations for different network topologies
for any kind of disturbance it may encounter. Further, as
demonstrated through simulation results, the model can be
extended to capture disturbance propagation profile in bigger
power grid systems, with non-linearities induced by grid-tied
inverters, switching loads, and under system abnormalities,
such as faults. Therefore, this approach of wide band distur-
bance study gains over the existing disturbance propagation
study [20] through a detailed information of delay, phase, and
intensity content for a frequency component of a disturbance
wave, as a system planning exercise. Hence, this model can be
used to characterize a power grid into a system of closed form
equations, thereby aiding the determination of fault locations
and ripple propagation analysis set by it.
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